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Reasons to use N-body 
Simulations
Exploring the role on non-linear dynamical evolution, hard to do in 
analytical way for more than 2 bodies 
Studying non-equillibrium, transient processes in a selfconsistent way.



The Galactic Bulge and Sagittarius 
(Dynamical Feedback in action)

   The Sagittarius 

    satellite 

    being disrupted by an encounter 

    with the  

   Milky Way 

Ibata 1994

Tidal Stripping and Stirring



Spiral Arms and disk rings 
secularly or tidally triggered? Purcell, 
Bullock 2011

Law, Majewsky 



What about M31? Dynamical 
state of its satellites? MW ones?

Biasing interpretation of observations? 
From disk? Migrations. Bulge.  From satellites?

Tidal stirring



Halo Archeology



Galaxy - Galaxy interactions (HST)



High redshift Galaxies



Dark Matter 
Galaxy 
Environment



Galaxy at z=1

width = 111 kpc

Gonzalez-Samaniego, Valenzuela, Colin







Cosmic Large Scale 
Structure growth is a  
complex multi scale 

process  
Transient process are quite  

slow so they bias our 
interpretation Galaxies are 

the tracers  
however they 
are biased 
with respect the 
average density



Avoid these reasons:

Easier than analytic solution 

The only robust solution 

The most realistic approach



Nbody simulations are just another approach to 
dynamical problems 

Very useful, but you have to test, and test the robustness 
of results 

Compare if possible against analytic solutions 

Convergence studies of solutions is your guide most of 
the time, because frequently there is not an analytical 
solution



You have a powerful toy, be 
careful



The most general way to handle  
the problem 

however very expensive at least  
in memory



You can also use 
moments of Boltzman 
equation and solve 
hydro-like equations



General Structure of  
N-body codes

Density/Force Calculation: direct summation, boundary 
conditions problem 

Time Integration



Initial Conditions: The Art

Isolated 

Galaxies, halos, etc



Ideally we would like…for Isolated dynamical systems



Method I: Phase Space 
Function

Sample CBE solution

● Fully Self-consistent 

● But…PSF available only for 
idealized symmetric systems

Random sampling? 

Quiet Start (Sellwood),  
cosmological neutrinos?? 

Inhibits scatter



But the final stage is not always what we wanted 
Sometimes not converging 

Starts assuming a spherical disk from the point of view of the halo

Because 
Halo disk 
interaction<-

Excelent for controlled experiments



Implementation 
Widrow Dubinsky for MW/M31



Cosmological

FFT RMS density deviation at scale 2Pi/k







here goes half of 
CDM, WDM,SIDM, 

SFDM, massive Neutrinos 
Mod Gravity, contrasted with CMB



FFT RMS deviation at scale 2Pi/k

Is a continuous media, colisionless plasma, Boltzmann moments









Mesh in your HPC project





Higher accuracy IC´s, why??



CODES: Which one is the 
best code?

Particle-Particle 

Fixed Shape, GRIDS, Orthogonal Base

● Adaptive: Tree codes, 
Adaptive Mesh Refinement 
(AMR)



PP-Code

 



PP Codes
Challenge: Time of calculation Scales as N^2 (harder 
go further than 1e6 particles) 

Can be used for collision less systems  (galaxies, LSS) 
but they are not that efficient 

Very Useful for high density systems (clusters, galaxy 
nucleus, binaries decay)  



Criteria

Accuracy: Geometry, capture of relevant processes, 
good handling of numerical effects, quality of 
integration 

Efficiency: Speed, with the right accuracy



Shape may imply disadvantages when systems evolves quickly in shape



CODES: Which one is the 
best?

Fixed Shape, GRIDS, Orthogonal Base

● Cylindrical, spherical 

● Coupling cylindrical + 
spherical, something else? 

● Caution, good geometric 
choice for the beginning 

● What happens if it evolves? 

Accuracy decreases



Modern codes currently used 
many techniques 

PP-Regularization (analytical 2 body solution for close encounters: binary 
formation and destruction) 

PM (PM + Perturbative solution) 

Tree´s 

Hybrid´s 

AP3M(AMR-fixed + pp) 

Tree-GRAPE (Tree-pp) 

Tree-GPU () 

AMR 

Hybrid´s





SomePM caveats
FFT is very efficient 

Regular grid wastes computation time, if the dynamical range 
is large (from galaxies to the universe, from stars-to galaxies) 

Nested PM grids? 

Aliasing effects 

Careful that the Grid-Box-N of particles do not trigger artificial 
structure (your project)



good old 
2body test





look Marios´s  
and Peder´s talks





look Juan Carlos Classes and projects





hybrid CPU-GPU version



N-body Solver (KD-Tree Method, PKDGRAV) and 
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics  
Physics: Gravity, Hydrodynamics, Atomic Chemistry 
(Radiative Heating, Cooling) 
Subgrid Physics: Star Formation, Supernova 
Feedback, Planetesimal Collisions

Wadsley, Stadel & Quinn 2003, Stadel PhD Thesis 
Governato et al 2005, Nature



Likely the future in paralelization 
efficiency. CHARM++, P-Cello code 
uses this







Arepo uses something 
Like this one





Cosmological and Galatic 
AMR codes



Cosmological and Galactic 
AMR codes

RAMSES (N-body + gas dynamics) 
R. Tesyer (http://irfu.cea.fr/Projets/Site_ramses/

RAMSES.html)

Includes SN,AGN, MHD, MG 
MPI paralellization

This morning simulation…

http://irfu.cea.fr/Projets/Site_ramses/RAMSES.html
http://irfu.cea.fr/Projets/Site_ramses/RAMSES.html
http://irfu.cea.fr/Projets/Site_ramses/RAMSES.html


http://popia.ft.uam.es/AMIGA/

In Alexander Knebe website 



AP3M: HYDRA



GPU’s 
May give 
A new chance to this 
Kind of code



Critical for any adaptive Nbody method: avoid jumps from one accuracy  
level to another 

refinement criteria AMR 

opening angle for Tree



Refines cell blocks 
not only cells

Precursor: Zeus 
Descendent: P-Cello (ask me)





Hydro ART



AREPO



http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/~phopkins/Site/
GIZMO.html





RelaxationRelaxation
when you have a  
nonlinear 
poisson 
or can not use   
spectral method



�71

Problema de optimización: Técnica de relajación.

Ec. de Calor.

Ec. de Difusión.

Ec. de Boltzmann.



Lanczos derivative



Alternative 
cosmology?







Move. Integration Time Step



Motion/particles trajectories



Motion/ Particles Trejectories
   .. 

X = F(x)/m = a(x)  (Initial Condition problem)    

                                                          

   . 

X = V 

    . 

V = a(x) 

    

 



How to proceed?

A classic problem in Ordinary Diferential Equations 

Several Methods













Which one shall we use?
Euler? Tiny steps? Accuracy? Better avoid the explicit 
form. What about implicit one? Seems a good one? 

Runge-Kutta (order? 4th, higher?) 

Mid point  

Burlish-Stoher (prediction, correction at the end of 
interval, see N. Recipes) 

Commonly used and very good integrators 



Are we done?



We try to represent this: 
Evolution with a constant Hamiltonian (Volume in 
Phase Space, defined by Conserved Integrals of 
Motion or by Symmetries)



Most of the N-body codes use 
an scheme called Leap-Frog

Why is that? 

Cheap in terms of computation 

Symplectic





For collisional 
systems tracked 
by short period of 
time a high order 
non-symplectic 
integrator 
may be a good 
choice















 



 Approximate solutions 
(Quinn et al) Klypin, Valenzuela, Colin, Quinn 08



A combination of a pseudo simplectic scheme and a 
time step prescription seems to have a slow departure 
from the Hamiltionian solution  

Can we do it better?



Hut, Makino, McMillan 1995

Implicit: An iterative solution at each step (expensive, in 
the 90´s, now?) 

Worth trying 

ANY ONE?

Why shall we care? 
Allows larger time steps 
without compromising accuracy? 

Anyone?



Lessons
Do not feel overwhelm: Code development and use is now a 
transdisciplinary group project.  

You are capable to learn the skills for your interest 

Advice: choose carefully the tool for the problem 

Test. Test and test afterwards 

You pretend to have a numerical dynamical experiment including some properties of 
the observed galaxy/universe not the actual universe inside the computer 

You are trying to test hypothesis not creating the universe ()but looks like 

Sometimes impossible to catch a numerical problem after the simulation has been run



More eficiente Integrators 

More flexible and accurate Solvers 

More efficient parallelization 

New strategy Boltzmann solver??


